
(1) WE ARE CONSOLED!
OR ARE WE?

This Shabbos is the
"Shabbos of Consolation" –
Shabbos Nachamu. Hashem
consoles us for our losses. He
consoles us for the fact that we
have lost our minds – our own
personal Beis Hamikdosh. He
consoles us for having lost our
awareness of His presence.
And He consoles us all as a
nation that we still are not yet
home together with the holy
Shechinoh revealed in the Beis
Hamikdosh. Hashem consoles
us saying “Nachamu!
Nachamu, ami, yomar
Elokeichem – Be consoled! Be
consoled, my people, so says
your Elokim”.

How do these words console
us? This question is especially
pertinent to those of us who
have been so broken that our
hearts are numb and have given
up hope of there ever existing a
consolation.

And might the answer lie in
Parshas Vo'eschanon? For it is
surely not a coincidence that
Shabbos Nachamu always falls
on Parshas Vo'eschanon...?

(2) HOW MANY TIMES
MUST I BEG?

Moshe Rabeinu yearned,
begged and beseeched Hashem
to be able to enter the land. He
tells the Yidden “Vo'eschanon
el Hashem bo'eis hahiy leimor.
- I pleaded to Hashem at that
time, saying: 'Please let me
cross over and see the good
land... the good mountain... and
the Beis Hamikdosh'”. But, he
was still not allowed. He tried
praying five hundred and
fifteen types of prayers. Until
Hashem told him to stop.

What can we learn from this?
Can we also keep on praying?
Can we also keep on
communicating with Hashem
even when He seemingly is not
listening? Indeed, at times it
might seem to be having an
opposite effect!

(3) UTILISE SHABBOS. IT
FREES FROM ALL PAIN

Why does Hashem not
console us right after Tishoh
B'ov? Why wait, each year,
until Shabbos after Tishoh B'ov?

About Shabbos the Torah
states: “Keep my Shabbos... to
make you aware that I am
Hashem...” Shabbos brings
awareness and opens up our
minds to G-dliness.

This awareness brings all our
troubles into the true
perspective. Once our minds
can see things in a positive
light then our hearts, too, can
be free to feel happiness in
Hashem and His closeness.
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(4) AWARENESS =
REDEMPTION =
CONSOLATION

“One who has awareness –
Dei'oh, it is as if the Beis
Hamikdosh has been rebuilt in
his time” (Berochos 33a).

This is because this person
feels no pain any more. It is as
if he is already living in
Moshiach's times.

So Dei'oh (Daas) -
awareness - is the consolation
for all the pain.

(5) PRAYER. WHEN TO
SCREAM.

When we receive such
awareness, it is as if we are
newly born. Really a new
person. Before giving birth, a
mother screams. And, in order
to give birth to such a new
awareness we, as well, must
scream. Literally. We must
scream out to Hashem.

Surely, if one is aware of
Hashem's presence in front of
him then one can talk to
Hashem calmly as one
converses with a true friend
and then there is no need to
scream.

But, before this awareness
comes about - while Hashem is
still hidden, and is hiding His
face, while Hashem is acting
with the attribute of
harshness – Middoh of Din,

which is the middoh connected
to Yitzchok Ovinu, then, we
must have patience. We must
not say, “I will wait, to pray,
when I am in the correct,
connected, prayerful mood.”

Meanwhile, we must emulate
Yitzchok's prayer: “Va'yeitzei
Yitzchok losu'ach basodeh
lifnos orev – Yitzchok went out
to pray in the field towards
evening.” In inhabited areas we
might find it difficult to scream.
So, when we are like Yitzchok,
suffering from Hashem's
attribute of harshness,

“Towards evening” i.e. the
situation is dark, then we must:

“Go out to the field”, and
scream out to Hashem!

(6) SCREAMING IN
PUBLIC?

If you are in a difficult
painful situation and you need
to scream out in prayer to
Hashem, but, for whatever
reason, you cannot go out to
the field at that moment, the
Rebbe gives a solution (Sichos
Horan #16):

You can shout loudly in a
“Small, still voice – Kol
demomoh dakoh”. You can
scream without anyone hearing
you shout with this soundless,
“small, still voice”. Anyone
can do this by imagining the
sound of such a scream in your

mind. Picture the shout in your
imagination exactly as it would
sound. Keep this up until you
are literally screaming with
this soundless, “Small, still
voice”. This is actually a
scream and not mere
imagination... When you
picture this scream in your
mind, the sound actually rings
inside your brain. You can
stand in a crowded room,
screaming in this manner, with
no one hearing you.

So, in whatever form you
can, shout out your pain to
Hashem. Either imagine
yourself screaming out to
Hashem in your thoughts, or, if
you can manage, try to find
somewhere where no one can
hear you, and like Yitzchok
Ovinu, “Go out to the field”
and scream out to Hashem, no
less than a mother giving birth.
Until a new awareness is born
in you.

(7) PRAYER. WHEN TO
TALK CALMLY

And then the Torah promises
“Va'yinocheim Yitzchok – and
Yitzchok was consoled.”

When this awareness is
reached, one can calmly
discuss with Hashem the
situation which until now made
him scream. Now, he can
discuss this with Hashem with
a true perspective and in a



positive light. Now, the prayer
with Hashem is done with a
full awareness of His close
presence, calmly, as one
converses with a true good
friend.

(8) WHY DOUBLE
CONSOLATION?

“Nachamu Nachamu” (twice)
has the numerical value of
Yitzchok, which is 208. This is
because we need two levels of
consolation in order to deal
with our pain.

In any difficult situation, the
Yeitzer Hora tries to disillusion
us by making us believe there
is no hope. We have doubts:
“Is there any point or value in
my praying without proper
holy feelings? Just praying or
screaming without sufficient
awareness of Hashem? Is
Hashem even interested...?”

But we still persevere. We
start with the first Nachamu.
We start with the belief that a
consolation - Nachamu exists
somewhere.

And with the power of this
belief - the belief that a
consolation exists -we, (by
mouth or by thought,) scream
out to Hashem anything that is
meaningful and truthful to us in
our situation. And we do not
give up screaming.

We carry on stronger and
stronger until the baby is born.
Then there is a nechomoh -a
consolation - and a new
awareness is born.

This awareness is the second
and ultimate Nachamu.

(9) AWARENESS
TRANSFORMS FROM
DIN TO RACHAMIM

“Nachamu! Nachamu ami!
Yomar Elokeichem – Be
consoled! Be consoled, my
nation! So says your Elokim”

We have now transformed
from the prayers of screams -
when we perceived Hashem as
harsh, Din (Elokeichem) - into
Rachamim - “Yomar – Calm
loving prayer”.

(10) THE DIFFICULT
PRAYERS MERGE WITH
THE ENLIGHTENED

PRAYERS

And once we reach that
awareness, we realize that
Hashem was with us all along.
Then we realize that Hashem
was by our side listening,
indeed, anticipating and
yearning to hear every word.

We realize that He was at
our side even when we were
barely holding onto the belief
in a consolation – Nachamu...
screaming... imagining... that

He is hiding in the seventh
Heaven...

Now Hashem will revive
because of us all those prayers,
and we will re-experience them
as part of the build-up of our
new awareness - our new
Nachamu - our loving
relationship with Hashem.

The two Nachamu's have
merged. This is the meaning of,
“Nechomoh bekiflayim – a
double consolation”

(11) HOW DID MOSHE
RABEINU DEAL WITH

DIFFICULTIES?

Moshe Rabeinu knew this
secret. So even when Hashem
didn't give in to his request,
even when Moshe could not
feel that Hashem was listening,
and even when Hashem was
hiding His face, Moshe never
lost his faith. He never stopped,

“Vo'eschanon el Hashem”
yearning, praying, begging,
beseeching, pleading,
imploring. Because he knew
the secret that,

“Bo'eis hahiy - At that time,”
eventually, when I will break
through the barriers and reach
Hashem's closeness, when
Hashem will no longer hide
His face, then,

“Leimor” All those confused
screaming prayers will have
been worthwhile. Those



prayers will be elevated and I
will re-experience those
prayers as part of the build-up
of the new “Leimor - Calm
loving conversations” and
close relationship with Hashem.

(12) THE SECOND CLASS
PRAYERS ARE

UPGRADED TO FIRST
CLASS

We need to remember this in
our difficult moments. We
must believe that a Nachamu –
a consolation - exists. And
even though we do not feel
Hashem's presence and our
prayers will therefore be bitter
confused screams that are
seemingly not worthwhile,
nevertheless we must hold on
to that belief that a consolation
exists and persevere to scream
out to Hashem,

“Vo'eschanon el Hashem”

For those prayers will be,

“Leimor” replayed and re-
prayed in heaven and in our
souls,

“Bo'eis hahiy – at that
time” of our new-found
awareness. They will be
replayed but not in the same
way as when they were said.
They will be replayed together
with all the “background
music” of our new-found
ultimate consolation –
Nachamu - our new-found

awareness and depth of
Hashem's closeness.

(13) CLOSE
COMMUNICATION WITH

HASHEM =
REDEMPTION

“Nachamu! Nachamu ami!
Yomar Elokeichem.” YoAMaR
makes up the first Hebrew
letters of the posuk “Ruach
Apeinu Moshiach Hashem-
YHVH – The spirit of our life-
breath: Moshiach of Hashem”.
For this “Yomar” - relationship
with Hashem and calm loving
prayers are really our Moshiach
- our personal redemption from
every difficult situation.

(14) PAINFUL SOUNDS
TRANSFORMED INTO
HEAVENLYMUSIC

Can we imagine the beauty
of the celestial music of
Moshiach's times played on the
harp of seventy two strings?
And on our heartstrings... all
those prayers, all those screams,
all those confusing sounds we
made, every moan - krechtz,
trying, trying again and again
to reach Hashem, trying to feel
Hashem's presence, throughout
the golus, whose value we
might have doubted, will now
be replayed. They will now be
re-prayed together with the
music of our new-found
awareness of the Shechinoh

Who was hidden with us
throughout the golus.

And then we will be shown
“Venigloh kevod Hashem,
vero'u kol bosor yachdov, ki pi
Hashem dibeir – Hashem's
Honor will be revealed, then all
creatures together will see, as
Hashem's mouth speaks”.

This posuk can also be
understood another way:

When Hashem's Honor will
be revealed, then all creatures
will see (that all their
seemingly worthless prayers
were really something
wonderful, for they will see
that):

“Pi – my mouth” and my
prayers to Hashem,

“Hashem dibeir” Hashem
was communicating with (me),
all along.

Then, Moshe Rabeinu's
prayers and requests will
finally have been granted and
we will all, together with
Moshe Rabeinu, have returned
to Eretz Yisroel and will
experience the complete
consolation of how all our
prayers together built up and
brought about this final
redemption and the revelation
of “Venigloh Kevod Hashem”.
Bimheiro Beyomeinu Omein!

(Adapted From Sichos Mohorosh,
Mo’adim, Shabbos Nachamu &

Toch Hanachal Vo'eschanon 5749)


